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Governance Committee Meeting – 07.01.2021 

Attendance: BT (JCR Chair), AW (SRO), SWC (President), MP (VP), EM 

(Stool), JC (JRO), AJ (JRO) 

Absent: MR (JRO) 

Location: First Zoom Call of the New Year 

*All minutes from last term of GovComm passed* 

 

Exec Elections and Meetings Next Term 

BT Looks like they will be online. I think we should consider the filmed husts. People on 

GovComm with good wifi could then share their screen in the meeting (BT, EM, JC 

confident theirs is strong enough) 

AW Regardless of if a hust is done live, they should all be posted to the Facebook after the 

meeting, and they have to be shown in the meeting. Pre-filmed husts are in a way more 

stressful, but Wifi issues mean that rules have to be a bit more lenient and people get worried 

about it going down. 

JC We could have candidates hust live to GovComm before the meeting – this still keeps 

the need to do it in one take, yet internet issues would be avoided 

*Mixed reception, consensus not to do that* 

SWC I think for 10-minute sabbatical husts it should be pre-recorded. You should be able to 

do it as you want to do it. Less likely to have tech issues if we aren’t relying on the 

candidate’s WiFi Definitely think we should play a pre-recorded hust in the meeting. Feel 

strongly about this set-up for the Sabs, less so for 3-minute husts. 

AW I’d prefer that for the 3 minutes that we do it live, but it will create access problems 

and inequalities for people with awful connections. 

AJ  We could read out the husts of people with bad WiFi? 

AW This could hurt their exposure and be a disadvantage. 

MP I think we should do it entirely prerecorded, it’s unfair to make non-sabbatical officers 

face the pressure when sabbaticals don’t. 

BT Cool we will do that. 

AW Questions however should be live in call 

*All agree* 

AW Best to assume no in-person meetings this term 
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JC On pre-recorded husts, we should use the dropbox feature where they can’t see others’ 

husts. We should also set up a list of people in Govcomm with good wifi who can stream 

husts. 

 

Improving Online Meetings 

BT Any ideas on how to make meetings better? 

SWC Things like the raffle and couplets. It doesn’t have to be well put together. Mood does 

get lightened. Girl that won the crap quality streets was delighted. I don’t think there’s much 

we can do. I found chairing tough online, you’re doing a good job BT. 

AW Could we enforce people staying for the whole meeting?  

EM People generally attend the whole meeting. Very hard to enforce. 

AW I don’t know if I could do this, but it might be worth keeping the next meeting quite 

quick. There are some method 2s being run that we could postpone. 

MP We could do a procedural to limit the meeting length if it gets a bit boring– I enjoy 

method 2s though, and they don’t take up too much time. 

AW People might not run anyway. 

BT I think it’ll probably be alright. 

MP Let’s try to keep the GovComm motions down yeah? 

 

Cuth’s needs you 

AW I might post about this on the IG too. 

BT I spoke in the board of trustees meeting about doing a Q&A – we could do that. 

Maybe 2 or 3 weeks before the meeting.  

*MP Volunteers to edit the photos* 

AW I’ll be in contact for the remaining “meet govcomm” posts 

 

Appealing to the Fresh 

SWC What could we do to appeal the fresh. There are one or two that tend to engage more. 

It’d be sad to have an exec with no Freshers on it. It’s hard to know how engaged with these 

elections will be. I have no great ideas. 

AW I spoke to the hatfield JCR pres. They did their referendum and more than 50% of 

Freshers voted. He suggested a prize draw for voting, and the main way was when freshers 

came to collect things, he forced them to vote. We could look into printing and putting up 

posters? 
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SWC Even I’m not meant to walk around college. I’m not so keen to go places I don’t have 

to be with new variant. Communal spaces could return for fresh – but who knows how many 

will come back. Currently only me and JOC (Bar Steward) on the bailey.  

AW Prize draw will bring people in. Don’t know how many fresh are in s&s groups – we 

could pressure the sports and socs presidents to do this. Getting them to vote is key to getting 

them to run.  

SWC If we just work through whats already there it’s more likely to work. Committees too. 

We should definitely get people on board. 

BT Library has loads of fresh too.  

EM I’d still be in favour for a prize draw with lots of small prizes – big prize and (for 

example) a few Greggs sausage rolls. 

 

Facilities motion 

BT MF still wants to rename Facilities Committee to Facilities Team and Facilities 

Manager to Facilities Team Manager. Believes current names are misleading. 

JC Facilities Team Manager sounds like it’s an excuse to do less things. 

AW Reminds me of JR last year* 

EM Could we rebrand to GovTeam? 

AW GovSquad? GovAssault Team? I agree with JC, and Facilities Committee hardly ever 

even properly exists, so this would also be a misnomer 

*Generally somewhat opposed to renaming the committee, more opposed to renaming the 

role, but laregly not due to governance issues* 

 

JRO restructure 

BT We’ve discussed this last year, but very little was actually sorted. JROs have the 

ability to have a relatively important role with very little knowledge of the Standing Orders. 

MP I don’t think it’s a big deal. I think it’s good to have a drone job for the keen fresh. 

EM Good to have it on your Cuth’s CV. 

JC 3 is probably a good number to ensure quality. 

AW It’s good to have people to know what they are on about on GovComm – if the 

method 2s are incompetant, it’s really quite a small number of people making the decisions. 

We could have less JROs and more  people who understand governance. 

MP As an ex-officio? 

SWC Stool is my issue. Last year did very little. JROs actually have a role in the in person 

meeting. 
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EM It’s been treated as a joke – the classic “do an impression of a stool” – I’m going to 

write the stool standing order. It could have some more serious aspects of it. If we codify the 

raffle the stool could do it. Could help with sports and socs sign ins.  

AW Didn’t you and JC both hust for the position under a stool? 

EM Nevertheless! 

AW I think issues stem from JRO being method 2 position – people are locked out of other 

roles because of this. 

EM The name doesn’t help. 

BT It’s the awkward level of responsibility. I think it’s important chairs can run meetings 

as they want without codification. 

JC I think an issue is that as govcomm we know that they contribute in our meetings, but 

then the public version is quite chill. This affects who runs. 

EM It is quite the responsibility to have to run a JCR meeting. Far more logical if the 

SRO/President chaired in the Chair’s absence. 

AW Other colleges don’t have an SRO, which makes the idea of an assistant quite 

redundant. 

SWC Chair is a bigger role in other colleges. Sometimes bizarrely so. EM makes a good 

point. For quite a few years it could have been a problem if it came up. I think we should 

either make it more serious, or take responsibility away and give it to the President/SRO. 

AJ I think we should make it more serious, the Chair and the Stool should have a chat 

about runnning a meeting. 

BT I’d planed for that but EM is quite capable case is similar for SRO. 

AJ In future years though. Could write it into the standing orders. 

SWC I did sit down with WE but I don’t feel like he could have chaired the big meetings. 

Mechanism of getting it done is hard. 

AJ You can get away without knowing exact standing orders 

SWC No but a good level is expected. I did say to him that he had to chair a meeting. Really 

the only way to learn to chair meetings is to come to them. 

EM We’d need a stricter rule on that. Really all of govcomm should be able to do it. 

BT Definitely something we need to consider. I’d be interested to see the rewritten 

standing orders 

AW There are 8 people on GovComm. For a voting committee that’s a bit odd. 

MP We should just give the chair the deciding vote, or get the FCO in to split ties. 

SWC I think you’re right AW. I think that this is just anther aspect of this problem.  

AW Why do we need 3 JROs. 
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AJ 2 to walk people out of meetings and 1 for spare 

EM Stool could fill in for JRO 

MP Issue if we have a big election. We could be very short on numbers. 

AW 4 v4 is a big issue though, and I’m against adding a member.  

AJ Unless we add an open position for anyone who wants to get involved 

AW I will devise an elaborate quiz on the standing orders and whoever loses is kicked off 

GovComm to give us an odd number – even SWC (joke) 

EM I could include this with the stool standing orders 

SWC I think these are separate motions. They could be reliant on each other though. 

 

Sports and Socs elections rules 

AW Me and MP are very against them. I was going to revise it to make it more concise 

BT TB (S&S) is considering rewriting. AGMs need to be a bit clearer. Whoever proposes 

the motion becoming intereim president makes sense. 

JC That used to be in motions. I don’t like the rules as they are written. Some societies do 

need some rules though. Make them as simple as possible. 

MP I think the 7 day thing advertisement requirement makes it very inconvenient for 

ratification. 

 

Raffle 

EM Last time we were so corrupt. I’m considering no GovComm on the raffle. 

SWC Definitely no sabbatical officers. 

BT Having some sort of collaboration with the stool could be done.  

EM We could just buy a raffle book. The stool should be able to organise raffle. Good 

thing to keep going. 

MP I oppose govcomm being banned in the strongest possible terms. I want prizes, I want 

luxury, I want it all. 

EM I might take exec out of the running too 

AW *Opposes this* 

EM I just think it looks a little off. 

SWC No one seriously suspects foul play.  
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AOB 

MP I will rewrite auto-VONC standing orders for first JCR meeting of term.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*AW explicitly asked for this berating of JR to be minuted* 


